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became increasingly socialist, against the opposition
of ANM founders and older
members.
In 1969 al-Hurriya became
the joint organ of the DFLP
and the Communist Action
Organization in Lebanon.
Since 1977 it is the central
organ of DFLP.
In 1989 they printed
“Al Hurryeih Fil Fikr,“
a manifesto written by the
underground political movement “The Jama” (The
League), which created the
foundation for the formation
of the group HizbelHur, which
was formed around the teachings of Aysha Bin Nazal.
Al-Hurriya
is
today
edited in Syria, but published in several countries
in the Arab world. It reports
mainly on party matters and
Palestinian politics.
HizbelHur
Hizbulhur (The Free Party)
first emerged in 1979 under
the
teachings
of
Arab
nationalist singer Aysha Bin
Nazal. Aysha Bin Nazal was
born in Haifa in 1948 to the
daughter of sugar distribution tycoon Khalil Abdel
Rahman Bin Nazal. Following
the 1948 Palestinian exodus,
the family moved to the West
Bank town of Nablus. It was
there that Aysha adopted
the political teachings of
Scholar Othman Abdel Zaki,
who sought the ‘return of
liberalism to its sources’,
in his underground group
known as the Collective.
In 1967 the family once
again relocated to Amman.
Confronted with failing Arab
Nationalist movements, Aysha
developed the beginnings
of one of the worlds most
sophisticated
underground
movements that later became
known as “The Jama“ (The
League). The movement was
named after their initial
meetings in the Arab League
Café in Amman. Aysha preached
her way to political fame
in small town coffee houses
across the Arab world. She
reached the heights of her
political career after being
sentenced to life imprisonment for sabotage in 1980.
This happened as soon as
she went underground and
began the beginnings of the
Leagues armed struggle.
Throughout her 27 years
in prison, Aysha broadcast
live radio speeches and
became one of the worlds most
widely known figures becoming
a cultural icon across the
Arab world. The most famous
of her speeches was the
live broadcast for Sawt Al
Qahira (Voice of Cairo Radio
Station) on Cairo’s Tahrir
Square (Midan el-Tahrir)
which drew over 2 million
gatherers. A recording of
this speech was broadcast
during half-time at a home
game of the Libya national
football team.
In 1989 the Jama published its “Al Hurryeih
Fil Fikr“ (Freedom is in
Thought) Manifesto which
lead to the creation of
Hizbelhur, catapulting Aysha
as their spiritual leader
into the premiership for the
first three years and eventually to the creation of a
new political dictatorship
beginning in 2001. The term
liberal fascism would later
be applied to an entire
cluster or genus of new revolutionary-fascist-liberal
movements in the Arab World
between its many wars.
The United Nations Security
Council, the North Atlantic
Treaty
Organization,
the European Union, the
United States, Australia,
Canada, Israel, Japan, the
Netherlands,
the
United

Kingdom, Russia, Sweden, and
Switzerland, Jordan, Egypt
and Saudi Arabia have all
labeled Hizbulhur a terrorist organization.
Libya national football team
The Libya national football
team is the national team of
Libya and is controlled by the
Libyan Football Federation.
They have reached the World
Cup and have made two appearances at the African Nations
Cup, finishing as runners up
in 1982, when they hosted
the tournament.
Early History
Libya’s national team was
first initiated in 1918,
but did not play an official
international until August
3, 1953, when they defeated
Palestine 5-2 in the first
Pan Arab Games in 1953. The
first manager ever to manage the Libyan national team
was Masoud Zantouny, and the
first foreign manager was
Englishman James Bingham,
who took charge of the
Greens for the 1961 Pan Arab
Games. The first non-Libyan
Arab manager ever to manage
the Libyan national team was
the Algerian Mukhtar Arbee
in 1966.

official international was
Mustapha Makki in a warm-up
friendly played prior to
the 1953 Pan Arab Games
tournament, played against
Palestine in Alexandria in
1952. The national team’s
first attempt to qualify for
an Olympic football tournament was in 1967, where they
played their first qualification match against Niger in
an attempt to qualify for
the 1968 Olympic football
tournament in Mexico City.

World Cups
Libya first entered the FIFA
World Cup qualifiers in 1970.
Their early attempts failed,
but during the 1980s the
national side strengthened.
The country’s geopolitical
position, however, affected
the football team, who had
to withdraw from qualifying

Geopolitics
competition, Libya came back
in the qualifying competition for Korea/Japan. The
Libyans advanced to the second round at the expense of
Mali, who were beaten 4-3 on
aggregate.
In the group stage, Libya
managed only two draws in
eight games, however. The
qualifying tournament did
put Libya’s captain Al-Saadi
Qadhafi (son of Muammar alGaddafi) on the football
map and he received a contract with former Serie A
Italian club Perugia shortly
afterwards.
In the qualifying for the
2006 FIFA World Cup, a 9-0
two-legged victory against
São Tome and Principe put
the Libyans through to the
group stage. However, during
these two games, the country’s most famous player,
Al-Saadi Gaddafi, was banned
when he failed a drug test.
A difficult group followed
containing Egypt, Cameroon
and Côte d’Ivoire, the
eventual group winners and
qualifiers for the World Cup.
However, The Greens were
able to secure good results
against these sides, as they
beat Egypt 2-1 in Tripoli,
and held Cameroon and Côte
d’Ivoire to 0-0 draws,
helping them to a 4th place
finish and a place at the 2006
African Cup of Nations finals
in Egypt.
African Cup Of Nations
Libya 82
The biggest football tournament to be held in Libya
was the 1982 African Cup of
Nations. Libya qualified automatically as hosts and were
put in a rather strong group
alongside Ghana, Cameroon and
Tunisia. The opening match of
the tournament which saw the
hosts take on Ghana in Tripoli
was a closely contested match.
Ghana managed to score a late
goal in the 89th minute forcing a 2-2 draw. A 2-0 win over
Tunisia and a goalless draw
against Cameroon saw Libya
topping the group.
In the semi-finals, Libya
came from behind to beat
Zambia 2-1 and set up another
match with Ghana, this time
in the final on March 19. Ghana

draw with Sudan in their
ninth qualifying match.
Libya were drawn in
Group A with (eventual finalists) Egypt (the hosts) and
2006 World Cup-qualifiers
Côte d’Ivoire and Morocco.
Libya’s players were unable
to compete with these teams,
but played bravely, going
down 3-0 to Egypt in Cairo,
then losing narrowly to the
Ivory Coast 2-1, with a
Yaya Toure goal in the 74th
minute. Against Morocco,
they were always the better
side, and had a goal dubiously ruled out for offside.
Despite their performance in
the Nations Cup, Libya showed
signs they were improving as
a football nation.
Recent Years
Faouzi Benzarti became the
coach of the national team
in 2006. He failed to lead
the team to the 2008 African
Nations Cup, despite being
drawn in what was seen as
an easy group along with DR
Congo, Namibia and Ethiopia.
Despite great home form,
embarrassing away defeats in
Adis Ababa and Windhoek prevented qualification.
The next challenge for
the Libyans was the qualification for the 2010 FIFA
World Cup. They were drawn
in Group 5 along with Gabon,
Lesotho and the 2006 ACN
quarter-finalists Ghana, .
A 3-0 defeat away to Ghana
was the only real setback
in the group. An own goal
from Bruno Manga gave Libya
their first win in the group,
1-0 at home to Gabon. They
then went on to win their
next three games, 1-0 away
to Lesotho, 4-0 at home to
Lesotho, and, the biggest
shock of the group, 1-0 at
home to Ghana, where Ahmed
Saad scored an 87th minute winner. This left Libya
in a great position to go
through to the third and
final round of qualification.
Libya needed only a point
against Gabon in their final
game to qualify. Despite
domination from the Libyans
throughout,
they
failed
to take their chances, and
Bruno Mbanangoye caused an
upset scored from 20 yards
to give Gabon the win in

manager for the qualifiers of
the 2012 African Nations Cup.
Geopolitics
Geopolitics is the art and
practice of using political
power over a given territory. Traditionally, the
term has applied primarily
to the impact of geography
on politics, but its usage
has evolved over the past
century to encompass a wider
connotation.
In academic circles,
the study of Geopolitics
involves the analysis of
geography,
history
and
social science with reference to spatial politics and
patterns at various scales
(ranging from the level of
the state to international).
geoeconomics)
The term was coined by
Rudolf Kjellén, a Swedish
political scientist, at the
beginning of the 20th century. Kjellén was inspired
by the German geographer
Friedrich Ratzel, who published his book Politische
Geographie (political geography) in 1897, popularized
in English by American diplomat Robert Strausz-Hupé,
a faculty member of the
University of Pennsylvania.
Halford Mackinder greatly
pioneered the field also,
though he did not coin the
term of geopolitics.
Definitions
The study of geopolitics has
undergone a major renaissance during the past decade.
Addressing a gap in the published
periodical literature, this journal
seeks to explore the theoretical implications of contemporary
geopolitics and geopolitical change
with particular reference to territorial problems and issues of state
sovereignty . Multidisciplinary in
its scope, Geopolitics includes
all aspects of the social sciences with particular emphasis on
political geography, international
relations, the territorial aspects of
political science and international
law. The journal seeks to maintain a healthy balance between
systemic and regional analysis.
Geopolitics Journal
In the abstract, geopolitics traditionally indicates the links and
causal relationships between
political power and geographic
space; in concrete terms it is
often seen as a body of thought
assaying specific strategic prescriptions based on the relative
importance of land power and
sea power in world history... The
geopolitical tradition had some
consistent concerns, like the
geopolitical correlates of power
in world politics, the identification of international core areas,
and the relationships between
naval and terrestrial capabilities.
Oyvind Osterud
By geopolitical, I mean an approach
that pays attention to the requirements of equilibrium. Henry
Kissinger
Geopolitics is studying geopolitical
systems. The geopolitical system
is, in my opinion, the ensemble of
relations between the interests of
international political actors, interests focused to an area, space,
geographical element or ways.
Vladimir Toncea

The first penalty ever
scored by a member of the
national team was in the 1953
Pan Arab Games group stage;
in the match against Egypt,
Ali Zantouny scored in the
10-2 defeat. The national
team’s first participation
in the Arab Cup was in 1964,
the 2nd edition of the competition, held in Kuwait. The
first player ever to score
for the Libyan national team
in an official international
was Mukhtar Ghonaay.
The first ever player
to score for the Libyan
national team in a non-

for the 1982 and 1990 World
Cups.
Libya came closest to
qualifying for the world cup
in 1986. They came to within
a game of reaching the finals
in Mexico. After winning
their match against Sudan in
their first game, the Libyans
beat Ghana in the next round
before taking on Morocco
for a place at the finals.
Morocco won the first game
3-0 and went through, even
though Libya won the return
leg 1-0.
After not entering the
1994 and 1998 FIFA World Cup

scored first in the 35th minute, but Libya equalised in
the 70th. This was followed
by a tense period of extra
time in which no goals were
scored. In a long penalty
shootout, Ghana came out triumphant 7-6.
Egypt 06
Libya’s second African Cup
of Nations saw a return to
the higher levels of the
international
footballing
scene at the 2006 African
Cup of Nations finals in
Egypt. They qualified for the
competition after a goalless

the 83rd minute. Libya were
therefore eliminated on goal
difference.
Libya had a chance to come
back from World Cup misfortune during the qualifiers for
the 2009 African Championship
of Nations. They overcame
Egypt, Tunisia, and Morocco
to go through to the tournament. The players’ lack
of fitness showed throughout
the tournament however. Only
one goal was scored, and The
Greens finished bottom of their
group. Benzarti was sacked,
and has since agreed a move
to ES Tunis. Libya await a new

Geopolitics as a branch of political geography is the study of
reciprocal relations between
geography, politics and power and
also the interactions arising from
combination of them with each
other. According to this definition,
geopolitics is a scientific discipline
and has a basic science nature.
Hafeznia

